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Debuting at ISE 2015 for Chief are the upgraded Fusion fixed and tilt mounts that include new
installer–friendly features while keeping all the benefits provided by the previous version.

  

The latest Fusion innovations include:

  

• Set screws — keep the mount rigid and stable throughout the life of the installation

  

• Nesting spacers — can be stacked to achieve any depth and reduce waste

  

• Teardrop design — speeds up and eases installation through use of lag screws

  

• Magnetized ClickConnect — makes it easy to store and access pull cords

      

Chief's new above–ceiling boxes remove the need for frustrating swing down doors that can get
in the way during installation and servicing. The boxes include an industry–first: a drop–down
feature that lowers the entire frame enough to slide the tile out of the way.

  

The boxes can hold 45.4 kg. That includes 22.7 kg for the projector and up to 11.3 kg per shelf.
AV components can be loaded to the shelf before bringing it to the ceiling.
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The Fusion XL Cart has rounded edges and sleek aesthetics to fit well in corporate and
classroom environments. The XPAU cart was designed for extra–large and touch panel displays
from 55? to more than 100? and up to 136 kg. The cart also can be customized for dual monitor
video–conferencing use with the dual monitor accessory and a camera shelf.

  

The dual pole ceiling mount is specifically designed for displays over 127 mm deep. The dual
poles provide a more stable system for extremely heavy and deep displays up to 136 kg.
Independent height adjustment at each pole also helps installers compensate for any ceiling
irregularities.

  

Chief's ConnexSys Video Wall Mounting System solves the most common video wall
problems installers often run into on the worksite — Speed, Alignment, Serviceability and
Rigidity. Features include strut channel install, six points of tool–free adjustment, RapidDraw
display release, depth adjustment for recessed installations and landscape or portrait options.

  

Visitors can also see the updated Chief Integrated Interactive System, an all–in–one design
that brings together Chief mounts and Da–Lite screen technology to create a unified solution for
the new Epson BrightL
ink Pro
1430Wi and 
Brightlink
595Wi. The new Da–Lite board surface is optimized for finger touch technology. The Integrated
Interactive System now comes in two sizes — an 87? or 100? screen.

  

Go Chief at ISE 2015
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